UW GOSPEL CHOIR
Phyllis M. Byrdwell, director

May 23, 2016 / 7:30 PM / Meany Theater

CD# 17,506

PROGRAM

1. Intro music - 3:06

2. Anthem of Praise - 4:20
Richard Smallwood
-soloists: The Liturgical Dancers of Mount Zion Baptist Church

3. More Than Anything - 6:13
Larmer Campbell

4. Come Thou, Almighty King - 3:53
arr. Rev. Timothy Wright

5. Jesus, You’re the Center of My Joy - 5:03
Richard Smallwood
-soloists: Camila Jenkins, Kalia Hobbs

6. Ride On, King Jesus / Great Getting’ Up Morning - 5:26
Spiritual Medley

7. While You Wait - 4:53
Joe Pace

8. Trouble Don’t Last Always - 5:02
Rev. Timothy Wright
-soloist: Robert Soble

9. I'll Tell It - 4:47
New Jersey Mass Choir
-soloist: Ben Hagan

10. God Said It, I Believe It / God Will Take Care of You - 4:54
Willis DeVone / James Cleveland
-soloist: Dr. Patricia Hunter

11. 123 Victory - 7:17
Kirk Franklin
-soloists: The Liturgical Dancers

Phyllis M. Byrdwell, Keyboardist
Wadie Ervin, Bass Guitarist
Anthony Brown, Percussionist
Patricia Hunter, Percussionist
Ben Hagan, Keyboardist
THE UW GOSPEL CHOIR (Spring Quarter 2016)

NAME, MAJOR

SOPRANOS
Nicole Chin, Physical Pseudo-Scientific Astrology
Dorothy Tsai, Classical Danish Poetry
Wenqi Ge, Biochemistry
Iris Wagner, Law, Societies & Justice
Erin O’Rorke, Molecular Biology
Devika Vyas, Early Childhood & Family Services
Roxanne Garcia, Public Health
Erica Schweitzer, Communications
Alexandra Simon, Speech & Hearing Sciences
Zoe Kuhn, Law, Societies & Justice
Kristin Hummer, Communications
Haruka Yamashita, Law
Tiffany Wang, Public Health
Rachelle Yongjin Lee, Psychology
Chan Yan Tung, Psychology
Bowan Luo, Economics
Wanyi Liang, Sociology
Mikaila Comfort, Business Marketing
Mikaila Comfort, Business Marketing
Suchunya Kidtipaj, Communications
Charissa Lau, Ethnomusicology
Luyao Xu, Mathematics
Abby Danao, Civil and Environmental Engineer
Monica Torres, Mathematics
Kaylie Firebaugh, Psychology
Charissa Lau, Intercontinental Chorale Operations
Melinda Wijuno, Accounting
Michelle Prawiro, Mathematics
Renee Engleson, Civil Engineering
Talisa Maharanip, Psychology
Jiyon Yoon, Communications
Minkyung Shin, Communications
Teresa Hoang, Speech & Hearing Sciences
Katherine Gilbert, English
Katherine Gilbert, English
Siegfried N. Gunawan, Communications
Katharine VanBeubber, Comparative Religion
Abby Danao, Civil and Environmental Engineer
Kellie Kamasak, Speech & Hearing Sciences
Monica Torres, Mathematics
Katharine VanBeubber, Comparative Religion

ALTOS
Delaney Butler, Architecture
Mariella Bravo, American Ethnic Studies
Gretchen Chase, Nursing
Hyunsoo Cho, Communications
Emma Stevens, Biology
Evelyn Zhou, Economics
Ji Xia, Economics
Liu Yu, Accounting
Katharine VanBeubber, Comparative Religion

ALTOS
Delaney Butler, Architecture
Mariella Bravo, American Ethnic Studies
Katherine Gilbert, English
Gretchen Chase, Nursing
Hyunsoo Cho, Communications
Julia Paulsen, Psychology
Emma Stevens, Biology
Yiduo Zhou, Economics
Ji Xia, Economics
Hailun Yu, Accounting
Hyunsoo Cho, Communications
Katharine VanBeubber, Comparative Religion

ALTOS
Delaney Butler, Architecture
Katherine Gilbert, English
Gretchen Chase, Nursing
Hyunsoo Cho, Communications
Julia Paulsen, Psychology
Emma Stevens, Biology
Yiduo Zhou, Economics
Ji Xia, Economics
Hailun Yu, Accounting

TENORS
Kyle Radabah, Business Administration
Jordan Chang, General Biology
Shang Bang, Communications
Wyietah By, Communications
Michael Neal, Communications
Yifan Wang, AA
Connor Wise, Math
Sung Yu, Biology
Joshua Okamura, Communications
Dae Han Seong, Psychology
Victor Yon, Arctic Studies
Daniel Kim, Korean Studies
Richard Li, Biology
Jong Hoon Cho, PreMajor
Justin Hsie, Biology
Timothy Lu, CSF
Qiongze Liu, Math
Joshua Wisnubroto, Education
Robert Soble, Anthropology
Samuel Bender, Informatics
Stefan Kuboja, English
Thanan Panichpakdee, Communications
Steven Gilbert, Economics
Steven Hoving, Computer Science
Kyle Tong, Political Science
Alexander Oki, Gender Studies
Nammihnh Phi, Physiology

BASSES
Aria Wisnu Tarudji, Biochemistry
John Mehlhaff, Physics
Zhenghao Fu, Physics
Josh Mehlhaff, Subterranean Marine Anthropology
Toby Chen, Korean Gospel Pedagogy
Daniel Wu, Mechanical Engineering
Bozhao Ding, Math
Jared Moore, Personal Photographic Techniques
James Coughlin, Caloric Intake Maximization
Zeze Xue, Piano Performance
Andrew Oh, Computer Science